Live Learning Experience: Beyond the Immediate Response to the Outbreak

Thematic Session - Local public services: keeping frontline workers safe

Wednesday 13.05.2020, 15:00 – 17:00 CEST

For more information policy@uclg.org

#BeyondTheOutbreak
Goyang has been spotlighted by many other countries around the world, due to its many brilliant solutions for protecting citizens, and reducing the threat from COVID-19.

For this, inevitably, Public workers need
1. to stay position
2. to take place many more meetings
3. to implement additional job and work longer than normal days, such as carrying out disinfection, checking status of those in self quarantine, helping doctors and nurses, checking temperature of passengers, providing the disaster support funding, etc.
Public services & servants

Sustaining the robust public services and protecting citizens are ultimate reason of our existing.

Securing the safety of workers preferentially - facial masks, sanitizers, staying home, anti-contamination clothing

Re-deployment of staff and burden-sharing shift system and job creation of 500 new short-term employment

Proper compliments for their contribution under the National Public Service Law (differ with Labor law)

Flexible mind and diverse ideas are neccessary based on “work ethic” and “professionalism”
Dialogue mechanism

The Disaster & Safety Management meeting has been taking place every morning from the very day of outbreaking the first confirmed case, as main platform for sharing information and ideas.

Goyang labor Union indicates their stances through official letter to the administration timely.

Individual workers indicates their opinions and thoughts on the website, anonymous bulletin board.

Task Force team trains and shares the working process and guidance.
For overcoming the emergency situation and strong public services in the aftermath, we need the
• leadership
• internal solidarity among workers to save myself, my family, and my society,
• efficient and safe working system.
THANK YOU!